Target-Cell-Directed Bioengineering Approaches for Gene Therapy of Hemophilia A
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INTRODUCTION

From a pharmacological perspective, gene-transfer-based therapies possess a unique set of challenges. Instead of focusing on absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion, typical preclinical and clinical gene therapy safety and efficacy studies assess (1) transgene product levels in plasma or cells, (2) immune responses to both the vector and transgene product, (3) risk of insertional mutagenesis, and (4) the potential for vertical gene transmission. Conceptually, gene addition strategies for monogenic diseases tend to be straightforward, with a goal of providing therapeutic levels of a functional version of the missing or defective disease-causing protein. Since the biology of the transgene product often is well understood from molecular genetic and biochemical studies, current gene therapy research and development efforts tend to be directed toward maximizing product potency and manufacturability. These critical aspects help define practical dose ranges that often are limited by both vector-related toxicity/immune responses as well as vector supply.

Potency is a key optimization parameter for hemophilia A gene therapy product candidates. Optimization strategies include promoter engineering to increase transcription, codon optimization of mRNA to improve translation, and amino-acid substitution to promote secretion. Herein, we describe both rational and empirical design approaches to the development of a minimally sized, highly potent AAV-fVIII vector that incorporates three unique elements: a liver-directed 146-nt transcription regulatory module, a target-cell-specific codon optimization algorithm, and a high-expression bioengineered fVIII variant. The minimal synthetic promoter allows for the smallest AAV-fVIII vector genome known at 4,832 nt, while the tissue-directed codon optimization strategy facilitates increased fVIII transgene product expression in target cell types, e.g., hepatocytes, over traditional genome-level codon optimization strategies. As a tertiary approach, we incorporated ancient and orthologous fVIII sequence elements previously shown to facilitate improved biosynthesis through post-translational mechanisms. Together, these technologies contribute to an AAV-fVIII vector that confers sustained, curative levels of fVIII at a minimal dose in hemophilia A mice. Moreover, the first two strategies should be generalizable to all liver-directed gene therapy vector designs.

Hemophilia A is an X-linked bleeding disorder caused by a deficiency in coagulation factor VIII (fVIII). A growing body of clinical experience supports the use of liver-directed recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) as a gene therapy vector for the treatment of hemophilia B and, more recently, hemophilia A.1–5 Two primary obstacles have slowed AAV-fVIII vector development for hemophilia A compared to similar AAV-factor IX (f IX) vectors designed for hemophilia B. These obstacles include the limited DNA packaging capacity of the AAV for the large fVIII transgene size6–8 and the inefficient biosynthesis of human fVIII transgene products in heterologous target cells.9 Clinical experience with liver-directed rAAV serotype 8 (rAAV8)-fIX has shown that, at vector doses of approximately 2 × 1012 vector genomes (vg) per kilogram (kg), capsid-mediated cellular immunity directed toward rAAV8-modified hepatocytes results in transient acute liver toxicity and decreases in fIX levels without steroid intervention.2,4,10

While the precise packaging capacity of rAAV is debated, it is accepted that vg sizes of 4.7–4.9 kb result in efficient transgene packaging and expression.6–8 Due to the large transgene size of B-domain-deleted (BDD) human fVIII (hFVIII) at 4.4 kb and the requirement for additional non-coding viral and gene expression regulatory control elements, rAAV-fVIII vectors routinely exceed this ideal vg length, resulting in suboptimal transgene packaging and delivery.6,11,12 An rAAV-fVIII genome minimally contains a promoter, the fVIII transgene, a poly(A) polyadenylation signal, and rAAV inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) flanking both sides of the cassette. Combined, the immutable elements, the ITRs, and the fVIII transgene, occupy 4,664 bp of the 4,900 bp available, leaving only 246 bp for the vector genomes (vg) per kilogram (kg), capsid-mediated cellular immunity directed toward rAAV8-modified hepatocytes results in transient acute liver toxicity and decreases in fIX levels without steroid intervention.2,4,10
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assembling and testing promoter and enhancer fragments to identify minimal synthetic promoters that drive strong gene expression in hepatocytes.

An additional factor that limits the efficacy of rAAV-fVIII vectors is the low biosynthetic efficiency of the FVIII protein itself. FVIII is a large glycoprotein that is secreted at levels 2–3 orders of magnitude less efficiently than similarly sized glycoproteins. We have previously described a chimeric human/porcine FVIII molecule designated ET3 (originally designated HP47) that demonstrates 10-fold or greater increased secretion efficiency compared to that of BDD hFVIII (designated HSQ). More recently, ancestral sequence reconstruction of ancient mammalian FVIII molecules was performed. One construct, designated An53, was identified that, despite sharing 95% identity with HSQ, expresses at high levels similar to or exceeding those of ET3.

All rAAV-fIX and rAAV-fVIII product candidates currently in clinical testing incorporate codon-optimized transgenes. Traditional codon optimization strategies utilize the entire genomic cDNA of a host species to derive the codon usage bias (CUB) of the organism as a whole, which is assumed to be reflective of the individual tRNA concentrations within its cells, originally described as the “tRNA adaptation theory.” However, recent work, additionally, has shown that individual tRNA concentrations vary between tissues and cell types. Therefore, depending on the target tissue or cell type desired for transgene expression, the assumed prevalence of individual tRNA species derived from the host organism’s genomic cDNA may not be reflective of the tissue/cell tRNA concentrations. Herein, we examined tissue/cell-type-specific CUB tables for codon optimization in the liver-directed AAV gene therapy setting. Specifically, we sought to further improve the expression of ET3, HSQ, and An53 using this novel codon optimization strategy. By combining minimal synthetic target cell-directed promoters and target cell-directed codon optimization, a 4.88-kb AAV8-BDDhfVIII vector and a slightly larger AAV8-ET3 vector were created and tested in cell lines and a murine model of hemophilia A.

RESULTS

Synthetic Promoter Construction

Ryffel et al. previously reported that a 41-bp fragment from the Xenopus laevis albumin 5’ UTR is, by itself, sufficient to drive gene transcription in vitro. This 41-bp region, designated SynO, contains the HP1 hepatocyte-specific transcription factor (TF) binding site as well as a TATA box. Similarly, Godbout et al. reported a 61-bp fragment immediately 5’ of the murine α-fetoprotein gene (AFP) as also sufficient to drive transcription. When inserted into a plasmid cassette encoding a GFP transgene, these elements alone failed to generate detectable GFP fluorescence in transfected HepG2 cells (data not shown). To increase the transcriptional power of these minimal promoters, an iterative process of modification was utilized, wherein a 5’ flanking fragment of the human α-microglobulin/Bikunin precursor gene enriched with liver-specific TF binding sites, designated Abp, was fused to the 5’ ends of both SynO and AFP promoters. The AFP promoter, additionally, was augmented with an HP1 TF binding site. Two Abp fragment variants were designed, one of which included 94 bp of native genomic sequence (AbpNat), and the other was a 61-bp variant wherein non-TF binding regions, as identified by Rouet et al., were deleted and replaced by 3-bp segments of randomly generated DNA sequence (designated AbpShort). These promoters were further modified with the inclusion of non-native transcription factor binding sites and a consensus transcription start site (TSS) (Figure 1A).

The hybrid promoters were inserted into a cassette driving the expression of a bioengineered FVIII variant ET3, which previously has been shown to possess increased secretion efficiency. When transfected into HepG2 cells, the AbpNat element fused to both SynO and AFP promoters drove detectable levels of FVIII expression, while the reduction of AbpNat to AbpShort did not impair gene expression. Inclusion of the TSS dramatically increased FVIII expression to levels significantly higher than that of the HLP, while addition of the non-native TF binding sites HNF1 or SP1 in the context of the AbpNat enhancer diminished FVIII expression to undetectable levels (Figure 1B).

Based on these data, five synthetic promoters were chosen for in vivo testing by hydrodynamic injection into hemophilia A mice (Figure 1C). Both the AbpNat-AFP and AbpNat-SynO designs drove detectable FVIII expression yet did not achieve the strength of the HLP promoter. In agreement with the in vitro data, inclusion of the TSS motif to AbpNat-HP1-AFP dramatically increased FVIII expression, achieving FVIII activity levels 4-fold higher than that of the HLP. AbpShort coupled with either HP1-AFP-TSS or HNF1-SynO-TSS permitted the highest in vivo FVIII expression of all plasmids tested. Due to its small size of only 146 bp, and strong in vivo activity 14-fold that of HLP, HNF1-AbpShort-SynO-TSS was chosen as the lead candidate promoter design for our final AAV-fVIII vector. For convenience, this synthetic promoter was renamed the hepatic combinatorial bundle (HCB). The sequences of all promoters described herein are given in the Supplemental Information.

Tissue-Specific Codon Optimization Index

Previous work by Dittmar et al. revealed that the CUB of genes highly and specifically expressed in human liver differ from the CUB of the human genome coding DNA sequence (CDS). Furthermore, liver CUB was uniquely correlated with liver tRNA content. Using a list of the top 43 most highly and specifically expressed liver mRNA, a CUB table was constructed. Building off these data, we utilized the liver CUB table to synthesize liver codon-optimized (LCO) variants of HSQ, ET3, and the recently described ancestral FVIII protein, An53. In order to test the specificity of LCO, a similar strategy was utilized to construct a CUB table based on mRNAs highly and specifically expressed in myeloid cells of the blood compartment. This myeloid codon optimization (MCO) strategy was applied to
both HSQ and ET3, while standard human codon optimization (HCO) was also applied to An53. In silico codon optimization was performed utilizing a commercial algorithm with the custom liver and myeloid CUB tables utilized in place of standard species-specific, genome-based CUB tables. Importantly, all other optimization parameters, including removal of cis-acting motifs, destabilizing RNA structures, GC content, etc., were performed equally across all optimizations. Additionally, non-codon-optimized (NoCo) versions of HSQ and ET3, which contain native human and hybrid human/porcine F8 cDNA sequences, respectively, were used as additional controls.

We first sought to quantify the deviation of the LCO and MCO CUB tables from the standard human CUB table. The CUB of an individual codon species within a coding sequence is given by formula 1:

\[ CUB_i = \frac{C_{i}}{C_{aa}}, \text{ where } \sum_{i=1}^{n} CUB_i = 1 \]

and \( n \) is the number of the synonymous codons for an individual amino acid.

The CUB of an individual codon species \((CUB_i)\) is given by the ratio of the number of times a single codon \((C_i)\) is utilized to the total number of times all codons \((C_{aa})\) coding for the corresponding amino acid (identical + synonymous) are utilized within a coding sequence. The deviation from human CUB is given in formula 2:

\[ FD = \frac{CUB_{ir}}{CUB_{ih}} \]

\( CUB_{ir} \) is the CUB of a single codon within the reference CUB table, and \( CUB_{ih} \) is the CUB of the respective individual codon in the human CUB table. FD is the fold difference observed for each \( CUB_{ir} \) relative to the equivalent \( CUB_{ih} \).

For comparison, the deviation of the murine CUB table against the human CUB table was quantified. With respect to the human CUB table, the average \( CUB_i \) FD of the liver and myeloid CUB tables was substantially greater than that of the murine CUB table (Figure 2A). On average, murine FDs deviated from the human bias by just 1.04-fold per codon, whereas the liver and myeloid FDs showed

Figure 1. Promoter Design and Testing

(A) Novel, liver-directed synthetic promoters were constructed by the assembly of discrete units designed for high transcriptional activity in the context of the liver. Straight lines represent DNA of no known function. HNF, hepatocyte nuclear factor; AbpNat, β-microglobulin/bikunin precursor native sequence; AbpNat, human β-microglobulin/bikunin precursor shortened sequence; AFP, α-fetoprotein; TSS, transcription start site. (B) To determine the relative strength of promoter designs, promoters driving the expression of ET3 were transfected into HepG2 cells, and FVIII activity was measured 48 hr post-transfection. Activity is displayed relative to HLP (*p < 0.001 by one-way ANOVA and the Holm-Sidak method). (C) To determine the relative strength of the promoters in vivo, plasmid DNA was delivered by hydrodynamic injection to hemophilia A mice, and plasma FVIII activity was measured by FVIII chromogenic assay (n = 3–4 per group; *p < 0.001 by one-way ANOVA and the Holm-Sidak method). Data are presented as the mean ± sample SD.
greater than 3 times more deviation, with an average of 1.15- and 1.14-fold difference per codon, respectively. While this analysis demonstrates the relative deviations contained within the human liver, human myeloid, and murine genome CDS CUB to human CDS CUB in relative terms, the absolute difference (AD) in magnitude of CUB can also be considered and is presented as formula 3.

Formula 3: \[ AD_h = \left| \frac{CUB_{ip}}{CUB_{ih}} \right| \]

\( AD_h \) is the absolute difference in magnitude of the \( CUB_{ip} \) of a single codon species from an individual protein (\( CUB_{ih} \)) from that of the respective codon in the human CUB table (\( CUB_{ih} \)). The \( AD_h \) of each codon species was calculated for the list of 43 hepatocyte-specific genes/proteins, as well as for each individual gene/protein in the human CDS.

The mean \( AD_h \) of \( CUB_{ip} \) calculated for each of the 43 proteins from which the LCO CUB table deviated by as much as 0.14 (ATC: liver, 0.61; human, 0.47), with the mean of the \( AD_h \) of each codon species of the proteins from which the LCO CUB was generated being significantly greater than the mean \( AD_h \) of the human CDS in 22 codons (Figure 2B). Together, these data support the concept that codon usage within genes highly and uniquely expressed by specific tissue(s) differs from that of the human CDS as a whole and that a higher degree of variation may exist between tissues of a single organism than between orthologous species.

We next analyzed how closely the process of \textit{in silico} liver codon optimization of ET3 mimicked the naturally occurring codon biasing of the genes endogenously overexpressed within the liver (Figure 2C). Mapping the correlation of the ratio of CUB for the set of highly expressed liver genes to that of the entire human CDS against the correlation of the ratio of CUB for ET3-LCO to that of ET3-NoCo, Points represent individual codon species. Open circles denote the 6 codon species with the lowest ratio of ET3-LCO to ET3-NoCo. Due to overlapping positions, two open circles appear as a single point. (D) Plasmid DNA encoding codon-optimized variants of ET3 were co-transfected into HepG2 cells with either GFP expression plasmid or a plasmid encoding the six tRNAs predicted to be most limiting of the expression of ET3-NoCo (*\( p < 0.05 \) by two-tailed t test).
that the codons over-represented in the naturally liver-optimized genes are, as designed, over-represented in the synthetically optimized ET3-LCO and, likewise, that the codons under-represented natively also are under-represented in ET3-LCO.

Dittmar et al. demonstrated that liver CUB correlated with the cognate liver tRNA pool, whereby codons that were under-represented in the 43 highly and specifically liver-expressed mRNAs had lower levels of each cognate tRNA isoacceptor within liver tissue, and, conversely, codons used preferentially predicted high levels of tRNA isoacceptor. The central assumption of codon optimization is that these tRNA levels are the rate-limiting factor of protein translation wherein cDNAs that frequently utilize codons with low-level cognate tRNAs suffer from inefficient translation. To test this hypothesis, we constructed a plasmid to overexpress the 6 tRNAs that the ET3-LCO sequence predicts to be most limiting for ET3-NoCo (indicated with open circles in Figure 2C). Plasmids encoding ET3-LCO, ET3-MCO, and ET3-NoCo were cotransfected into HepG2 cells with either the 6x tRNA plasmid or a GFP control (Figure 2D). When cotransfected with GFP, ET3-LCO demonstrated 2-fold higher levels of fVIII production than ET3-MCO or ET3-NoCo. However when cotransfected with the 6x tRNA, ET3-LCO showed a slight but insignificant increase in fVIII production, while production levels of ET3-MCO and ET3-NoCo were elevated to that of non-tRNA supplemented ET3-LCO.

In Vitro Testing of Tissue-Specific Codon Optimization

Using a cell-culture model of liver-directed expression, LCO was compared to HCO. Specifically, plasmids encoding An53-LCO and An53-HCO under control of the HLP promoter were transfected into HepG2 cells. As the sequence of An53 was predicted at the amino-acid level, the native (NoCo) sequence was not available. In this system, An53-LCO was expressed at levels nearly 2-fold greater than that of An53-HCO (Figure 3A). To test whether this effect was specific to liver-derived cells, the same plasmids were then transfected into baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells (Figure 3B). In this setting, An53-LCO was expressed at levels 2-fold lower than that of An53-HCO, supporting the conclusion that LCO provides benefit specifically in the context of liver-directed expression.

To ensure that the benefit of LCO was not specific to fVIII, we next applied LCO and HCO optimization strategies to human coagulation fIX cDNAs containing the gain-of-function Padua (R388L) mutation. This naturally occurring mutation has been previously shown to increase the specific activity of fIX by approximately 8-fold and is being tested in clinical liver-directed AAV gene therapies. LCO and HCO fIX cDNAs were inserted into an AAV plasmid cassette driven by the liver-directed transthyretin promoter and transfected into HepG2 cells (Figure 3C). In this system, fIX-LCO showed approximately 2-fold greater fIX activity than fIX-HCO, suggesting that the benefit of LCO beyond fVIII.

To further validate the tissue-directed nature of these findings, transfection studies were preformed using ET3-LCO, MCO, and NoCo, as
well as HSQ-LCO, MCO, and NoCo. When transfected into HepG2 cells, ET3-LCO and HSQ-LCO both showed significantly higher production than either the MCO or NoCo cognates (Figures 4A and 4B, respectively). In contrast, when transfected into the BHK cells, both MCO and LCO optimization decreased fVIII production relative to the non-optimized variants (Figures 4C and 4D). Together, these data show that LCO specifically provides benefit in the matched tissue and that this optimization is not an artifact of optimization against a small subset of highly expressed genes. Further, they support the conclusion that removal of deleterious cis-acting RNA motifs, a process that was applied equally to the MCO, LCO, and HCO designs, was not the dominant contributor to increased transgene productivity.

**Effect of Tissue-Specific Codon Optimization In Vivo**

Expression plasmids encoding An53-HCO and An53-LCO were delivered by hydrodynamic injection to hemophilia A mice. In this system, An53-LCO provided a 7-fold increase in fVIII expression compared to An53-HCO (Figure 5A). Next, ET3- and HSQ-LCO, ET3-MCO, and ET3-NoCo were delivered utilizing the same system (Figure 5B). The benefit of LCO over MCO and NoCo again was observed with both ET3 and HSQ, with ET3-LCO providing a 3- to 4-fold increase in expression over both ET3-MCO and ET3-NoCo (Figure 5B). HSQ-LCO raised fVIII to detectable levels compared to HSQ-NoCo, representing a minimum of 6-fold improvement, trending toward a 4-fold increase in expression over MCO (Figure 5C). To determine whether the benefits were not due to altered pharmacokinetics, a time course experiment was performed using ET3 and HSQ-LCO and NoCo. Our previous experience has shown that delivery of linearized plasmid DNA provides prolonged gene expression compared to that of circular plasmid; however, maximum expression is not achieved for several days (data not shown). Plasmid DNA containing the transgene cassettes was delivered hydrodynamically to hemophilia A mice, and expression was monitored over 6 weeks (Figure 5D). Over the course of the experiment, the benefit of LCO over NoCo was replicated, with ET3-LCO providing a sustained 7-fold increase in fVIII...
expression. HSQ-LCO also improved fVIII production to detectable levels, which was not achieved with HSQ-NoCo.

AAV-Mediated Delivery of Optimized Constructs

AAV2 ITR expression cassettes containing fVIII cDNAs and the novel synthetic promoters were constructed and packaged into AAV8 capsids (Figure 6A). Initially, the benefit of LCO versus HCO was determined in the context of in vivo liver-directed gene therapy. To evaluate this, AAV2/8 An53-LCO and An53-HCO cDNAs driven by the HLP promoter were synthesized. Single doses of $1 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg of AAV2/8-HLP-An53-LCO and AAV2/8-HLP-An53-HCO were delivered intravenously to hemophilia A mice. In this system, the benefit of LCO over HCO was again recapitulated, with An53-LCO demonstrating persistent 4-5-fold greater fVIII activity over An53-HCO (Figure 6B).

Our previously described vector, the non-optimized AAV-HCR-ET3-NoCo, suffered from substantial decline in fVIII expression over the duration of a 48-week experiment. To test the durability of our optimized vector, mice were dosed at $1 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg or $6.2 \times 10^{9}$ vg/kg, with modified AAV-HCB-ET3-LCO containing an minute virus of mince (MVM) intron (Figures 6A and 6C). In contrast to the previous HCR-based design, this new vector demonstrated sustained expression throughout the duration of the experiment; however, the inclusion of the MVM intron, which was unique to this experiment, cannot be disregarded as a contributor to the stable expression conferred by this design. Further interrogation did not observe any benefit or negative impact from the MVM intron on the fVIII transgene constructs studied (data not shown). Therefore, to maintain compatibility with the limited packaging capacity of AAV, we did not include the MVM intron in subsequent studies.

The minimally sized constructs lacking the MVM intron were packaged into AAV8 capsids. These transgene constructs consisted of LCO fVIII designs driven by the HCB promoter, terminated by a minimal synthetic beta-globin polyadenylation signal, and flanked by
AAV2 ITRs (Figure 6A). At sizes of 4,882 bp (HSQ) and 4,912 bp (ET3), to our knowledge, these vectors are the shortest AAV-fVIII vectors described to date. As a comparator, AAV2/8-HLP-fVIII-V3co also was packaged into AAV8 capsids. fVIII-V3co is a previously described high-expression, codon-optimized human fVIII variant that contains a novel 17-amino-acid (aa) peptide (V3) in which 6 glycosylation sites from the fVIII B domain are juxtaposed and then fused to the linker sequence joining the fVIII A3 and C1 domains. V3 was shown previously to increase fVIII expression 2-fold, and AAV-HLP-fVIII-V3co represents one of the most potent AAV-fVIII vectors described to date. When delivered to hemophilia A mice at a vector dose of $1 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg, AAV-HCB-HSQ-LCO achieved persistent fVIII activity of approximately 0.4 IU/mL, which was greater than that achieved with AAV-HLP-V3co (Figure 6D). From the optimization described herein, these vectors provide curative levels of fVIII expression at doses that are 20-fold lower than the maximum clinical dose of AAV8 utilized at $2 \times 10^{11}$ vp/kg (Figure 6D).

**DISCUSSION**

Efforts to develop clinical AAV-fVIII vector candidates for hemophilia A have been hampered by the large size of the BDD fVIII cDNA, the poor biosynthetic efficiency of human fVIII, and vector dose-limiting toxicity. Ideally, a clinical AAV-fVIII vector would be of sufficient potency to confer clinically beneficial (>1% of normal) or preferably curative (>40% of normal) circulating fVIII activity at a vector dose compatible with manufacturing, safety, and efficacy. Recently, a phase 1/2 clinical trial of an AAV5-HLP-BDD-cofVIII gene therapy vector for hemophilia A was conducted, and interim results have been presented at the 2017 International Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis Congress and the American Society of Hematology Annual Meeting. This vector utilizes the HLP promoter driving a presumably human CUB-optimized BDD human fVIII packaged in AAV5. Under this clinical protocol, patients were administered low ($6 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg), middle ($2 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg), middle-high ($4 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg), and high ($6 \times 10^{11}$ vg/kg) doses of vector. For the low and middle vector doses, single subjects in each cohort...
demonstrated peak plasma fVIII activity levels at <1% and 2%, respectively. At the medium-high and high doses, patients showed dose-dependent benefit, ranging from partial to complete phenotypic correction. However, at these doses, most patients predictably suffered from transaminitis that was controlled through a course of corticosteroids. While these clinical trial data clearly represent a breakthrough in gene therapy for hemophilia A that previously has failed to deliver any signs of efficacy, there remains a cogent need to continue the development of AAV-fVIII vectors with improved potency and safety.

Current good manufacturing practice (cGMP) production of recombinant AAV typically results in yields less than $10^{15}$ vg per full-scale manufacturing run, which typically is on the order of 100 L of raw harvest material. At the dose recommended for phase 3 testing in the aforementioned AAV5-HLP-BDD-hfVIII trial (highest dose), this would equate to $6 \times 10^{13}$ vg/kg $\times 70$ kg (average human male body weight) or $4.2 \times 10^{15}$ vg per patient. Therefore, even if manufacturing yields are improved many fold or the scale is increased several fold, only a handful of patients could be treated with a single batch of vector product. Therefore, this target product profile appears suboptimal for global utilization. The goal of the present study was to allow a vector with sufficient pharmacodynamic performance and potency to confer curative levels of fVIII expression at clinically safe vector doses in a liver-directed manner. By reducing the dose requirement, the immunogenicity risk should also be lowered and the manufacturing bottleneck relieved.

Recently, we described the pre-clinical testing of a 5.86-kb AAV2/8 vector encoding the bioengineered ET3 transgene. While this vector was of sufficient potency to partially or completely correct the hemophilia A phenotype at vector doses of $5 \times 10^{11}$ to $2 \times 10^{13}$ vg/kg, due to the large size of the transgene, this vector suffers from substantial intraparticle heterogeneity and low-yield vector manufacture. To reduce the size of this vector, and thus improve the potency and manufacture, we initiated studies to generate a completely synthetic AAV cassette, wherein unnecessary viral DNA remnants that were present in early-generation AAV vector designs were removed, leaving only the minimal AAV elements and enzyme restriction sites to allow simple substitution of discrete elements. This procedure alone removed 210 bp from our first-generation vector design. We further substituted a 49-bp synthetic poly(A) polyadenylation signal for our original 260-bp bovine growth hormone poly(A), removing an additional 211 bp. While these modifications reduced the size of the vector transgene to 5.45 kb, it remained substantially oversized (Figure S1).

To further reduce the size of the vector, we utilized an iterative “design, build, test” process to generate a minimally sized yet highly active promoter. In a process similar to, but distinguishable from, those used to generate the previously described “super core promoter” and “HSCRM8” transcriptional enhancer, we utilized combinatorial assembly of previously described elements to iteratively and empirically generate a promoter with the necessary size and strength required for a clinically oriented AAV-fVIII vector. Beginning with the SynO and AFP core elements, the impact of additional transcriptionally oriented modules proved to not be discretely additive but rather highly dependent on the interaction between specific modules present in a single design. We attribute this to the exquisite complexity of the interaction and contextually dependent function of TFs, a process that remains difficult to define, and methods for detecting these interactions in real time are only recently being realized.

Through this iterative process, we arrived at an enhancer consisting of the HNF1 TF binding site proximal to the shortened Abp sequence. This enhancer is fused to the SynO core promotor, which is modified with a defined TSS, a combination that we designated as the HCB. At a total size of 146 bp, this minimal promotor was shown to drive ET3 transcription at levels 2-fold higher than that of the 252-bp HLP in vitro and 14-fold higher than that of the HLP in vivo. At this size, when substituted into our synthetic AAV transgene cassette, the HCB promotor, in conjunction with HSQ, results in a vector transgene of only 4.88 kb in length, which is expected to be compatible with complete genome packaging and improved homogeneity and yield of vector product.

The second significant barrier to AAV gene therapy for hemophilia A is the poor biosynthetic efficiency of the mature fVIII protein itself, which is secreted at levels 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than similarly sized glycoproteins. This poor secretory efficiency has been efficiently and temporally linked between inefficient trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the Golgi due to induction of the unfolded protein response. Our group and others have made efforts to improve the efficiency of secretion by bioengineering the protein itself. These approaches have included substitution of the mature A1/A3 domains with porcine fVIII sequences (ET3), inclusion of additional glycosylation sites within the truncated B-domain linker (V3), and reconstruction of ancestral fVIII protein sequences (An53). In the case of ET3 and An53, bioengineering the fVIII molecule results in 10-fold to 100-fold more efficient protein expression.

Codon optimization has been routinely utilized in AAV vector designs, both in pre-clinical and now clinical studies. While this approach has been shown to confer benefit in some expression systems, recent studies quantifying the physical pools of tRNA within different tissues have shown that the assumptions made by codon optimization may not be reflective of an optimal strategy in certain tissues, including the liver. A commonly accepted causative factor for drift of CUB across evolution is the tolerance of the protein product. A is the poor biosynthetic efficiency of the mature fVIII protein itself, but rather highly dependent on the interaction between specific modules present in a single design. We attribute this to the exquisite complexity of the interaction and contextually dependent function of TFs, a process that remains difficult to define, and methods for detecting these interactions in real time are only recently being realized.32

Through this iterative process, we arrived at an enhancer consisting of the HNF1 TF binding site proximal to the shortened Abp sequence. This enhancer is fused to the SynO core promotor, which is modified with a defined TSS, a combination that we designated as the HCB. At a total size of 146 bp, this minimal promotor was shown to drive ET3 transcription at levels 2-fold higher than that of the 252-bp HLP in vitro and 14-fold higher than that of the HLP in vivo. At this size, when substituted into our synthetic AAV transgene cassette, the HCB promotor, in conjunction with HSQ, results in a vector transgene of only 4.88 kb in length, which is expected to be compatible with complete genome packaging and improved homogeneity and yield of vector product.

The second significant barrier to AAV gene therapy for hemophilia A is the poor biosynthetic efficiency of the mature fVIII protein itself, which is secreted at levels 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than similarly sized glycoproteins. This poor secretory efficiency has been efficiently and temporally linked between inefficient trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the Golgi due to induction of the unfolded protein response. Our group and others have made efforts to improve the efficiency of secretion by bioengineering the protein itself. These approaches have included substitution of the mature A1/A3 domains with porcine fVIII sequences (ET3), inclusion of additional glycosylation sites within the truncated B-domain linker (V3), and reconstruction of ancestral fVIII protein sequences (An53). In the case of ET3 and An53, bioengineering the fVIII molecule results in 10-fold to 100-fold more efficient protein expression.

Codon optimization has been routinely utilized in AAV vector designs, both in pre-clinical and now clinical studies. While this approach has been shown to confer benefit in some expression systems, recent studies quantifying the physical pools of tRNA within different tissues have shown that the assumptions made by codon optimization may not be reflective of an optimal strategy in certain tissues, including the liver. A commonly accepted causative factor for drift of CUB across evolution is the tolerance of the protein product. A is the poor biosynthetic efficiency of the mature fVIII protein itself, but rather highly dependent on the interaction between specific modules present in a single design. We attribute this to the exquisite complexity of the interaction and contextually dependent function of TFs, a process that remains difficult to define, and methods for detecting these interactions in real time are only recently being realized.32

Through this iterative process, we arrived at an enhancer consisting of the HNF1 TF binding site proximal to the shortened Abp sequence. This enhancer is fused to the SynO core promotor, which is modified with a defined TSS, a combination that we designated as the HCB. At a total size of 146 bp, this minimal promotor was shown to drive ET3 transcription at levels 2-fold higher than that of the 252-bp HLP in vitro and 14-fold higher than that of the HLP in vivo. At this size, when substituted into our synthetic AAV transgene cassette, the HCB promotor, in conjunction with HSQ, results in a vector transgene of only 4.88 kb in length, which is expected to be compatible with complete genome packaging and improved homogeneity and yield of vector product.

The second significant barrier to AAV gene therapy for hemophilia A is the poor biosynthetic efficiency of the mature fVIII protein itself, which is secreted at levels 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than similarly sized glycoproteins. This poor secretory efficiency has been efficiently and temporally linked between inefficient trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the Golgi due to induction of the unfolded protein response. Our group and others have made efforts to improve the efficiency of secretion by bioengineering the protein itself. These approaches have included substitution of the mature A1/A3 domains with porcine fVIII sequences (ET3), inclusion of additional glycosylation sites within the truncated B-domain linker (V3), and reconstruction of ancestral fVIII protein sequences (An53). In the case of ET3 and An53, bioengineering the fVIII molecule results in 10-fold to 100-fold more efficient protein expression.
optimization to the entire genome. Building on the work of Dittmar et al., we synthesized variants of HSQ, ET3, and An53 codon optimized for expression in the liver based on the CUB of genes highly expressed within the liver, as well as controls optimized using the standard human codon index and a myeloid index. A similar but distinguishable approach has been previously reported by Nathwani and colleagues in the context of liver-directed fIX expression; however, the details remain poorly described in the scientific literature. Herein, we completely describe the approaches used and provide the strategy and tools required to use a similar approach to other relevant transgenes and optimized vectors. Previously, we generated a human codon-optimized version of ET3 (ET3-HCO). ET3-HCO demonstrated no significant difference in ET3 expression relative to ET3-NoCo; therefore, within the context of the experiments described herein, ET3 and HSQ NoCo were utilized as controls for tissue-specific codon optimization.

In vitro studies show that liver codon optimization specifically increases fVIII expression of all fVIII variants within HepG2 cells while diminishing fVIII expression in the non-hepatic BHK cell line, relative to either human codon optimized or myeloid optimized variants. Further, these findings were extended to fIX expression as well, demonstrating that the benefit of tissue-specific codon optimization is not limited to fVIII. Importantly, these optimized constructs all were generated using the same algorithm but utilizing different codon usage indexes. While adjustment of the codon usage index and optimal codon distribution are central aspects of codon optimization, modern codon optimization algorithms also attempt to remove deleterious non-coding RNA motifs, such as destabilizing and structural features. By utilizing the same algorithm, only adjusted by the codon usage index, these reciprocal experiments strongly suggest that the benefit of liver codon optimization is, in fact, due to the unique tRNA pool within the liver and not simply the alteration of RNA motifs. However, future studies interrogating steady-state mRNA levels will be required to fully elucidate the mechanism underlying the enhanced in vitro expression conferred by LCO.

The effect of tissue-directed codon optimization was shown to be dependent on only a small number of individual tRNA species. Conversely, one can conceive that, by identifying the tRNAs most limiting to native sequence expression, synonymous codon substitution may be used to dampen off-target transgene expression without affecting expression in the desired tissue. Furthermore, transgenes could be designed in bi- or polycistronic constructs to include the therapeutic gene of interest as well as the limiting tRNA(s) for enhanced production.

When these codon-optimized variants were delivered to the livers of hemophilia A mice by hydrodynamic injection, the benefit of liver codon optimization became more pronounced. When compared to the human codon-optimized variant, An53-LCO showed a 7-fold increase in fVIII expression. This benefit of liver optimization was, again, recapitulated by AAV-mediated delivery of An53, where LCO exhibited 4-5-fold benefit over HCO for the duration of the experiment. Likewise, when compared to the myeloid optimized variants, HSQ and ET3 both showed 4-fold improvement. Therefore, the HepG2 cell-culture model appears to have underestimated the benefit of liver codon optimization. However, future studies will be required to further define the underlying mechanism behind the enhanced fVIII expression conferred by LCO in the context of murine liver.

While we and others have shown codon optimization to increase expression of functional fVIII and fIX, such optimization may not come without risk. The possible deleterious effects of codon optimization, which may presumably be heightened by tissue-specific codon optimization, has been reviewed by Mauro and Chappell. A specific concern raised by the authors is that evolution may have selected for rare codons to slow translation at critical regions to allow time for proper protein folding. Future investigation will need to be performed to interrogate the folding of codon-optimized proteins as well as potential engagement of unfolded protein response (UPR) pathways when expressing codon-optimized proteins.

tRNA dysregulation is emerging as an important factor driving the increased protein translation and proliferation in both primary cancer tissues and cancer-derived cell lines. In cancer-derived cell lines, global tRNA levels have been shown to be elevated 3- to 5-fold over those in non-cancer-derived cell lines, while in primary breast cancer tissue, tRNA levels were found to be elevated 10-fold over those in normal breast tissue. This expected difference in tRNA levels between the human liver carcinoma-derived HepG2 cell line and those in the normal hepatocytes of hemophilia A mice may explain the attenuated benefit of LCO in vitro compared to the benefits observed in vivo, although this postulation will require further investigations.

After completion of early optimization studies, our lead candidate vectors, AAV-HCB-HSQ-LCO and AAV-HCB-ET3-LCO, were packaged into AAV8 capsids and delivered to hemophilia A mice at a dose of 1e11 vg/kg. At this low vector dose, the HSQ-vector-infused mice expressed fVIII at 0.3–0.4 IU/mL. When linearly scaled, the potency of this virus is comparable to that shown by the previously described AAV-HLP-V3co design. However, much of the benefit of the AAV-HLP-V3co design was attributed to the substitution of the V3 linker, a novel 17-aa linker that contains 6 glycosylation sites. Lacking this V3 linker, fVIII expression from the fully human cDNA in the same cassette declined 3-fold. We have now achieved comparable levels of fVIII expression from the fully human AAV-HCB-HSQ-LCO design, representing a significant step forward toward a clinically viable, highly potent, AAV-fVIII vector.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Codon Usage Indexes and Codon Optimization
The liver codon optimization table was previously described, utilizing sequences of highly and specifically expressed RNAs within hepatocytes. The myeloid optimization table was generated by examining previously published Affymetrix mRNA array data using the GEO: GSE16836 dataset. The myeloid CUB was determined from
cDNA sequences from highly and specifically expressed RNAs utilizing the publicly available Sequence Manipulation Suite. Individual CUBs of all human genes were determined using gene sequences retrieved from the Consensus CDS Sequence Project annotation of the GRCh38 reference genome. HSQ and ET3-LCO and -MCO cDNA sequences were depleted of all instances of cytosine located 5’ to a guanosine (CpG) by substitution of the synonymous codon with the highest CUB, which did not result in the introduction of another CpG motif. HSQ- and ET3-NoCo were left as native human and human/porcine sequences, respectively, containing 175 and 174 CpG instances, respectively. The Cpg content of An53-LCO and An53-HCO was not adjusted, containing 115 and 156 instances of CpG, respectively. All cDNA sequences described herein are given in the Supplemental Information.

**DNA Synthesis**

The synthetic AAV2 expression cassette was constructed by Genscript Biotech and inserted into the pUC57 backbone. Promoter DNA sequences were generated as individual gBlocks by Integrated DNA Technologies. gBlocks were cloned into the AAV vector using AgeI/Sall sites included in the gBlock design using the Sall-compatible Xhol site included in the AAV vector. Complete fVIII DNA sequences were synthesized by Genscript. Codon optimization was performed using the Genscript Optimum Gene algorithm using the standard human CUB index for human codon optimization table or custom liver and myeloid CUB indexes. fVIII sequences were cloned into the AAV backbone using Xhol/NotI restriction sites. The sequence of An53 was determined by ancestral sequence reconstruction as previously described and optimized using human and liver CUB tables using the OptimumGene algorithm. The AAV-HLPV3 transgene sequence was generated from a previously published sequence.

**tRNA Expression Plasmid**

The 6x tRNA expression sequence was synthesized by Genscript and inserted into the pUC57 backbone. tRNA sequences and chromosomal locations were retrieved from the genomic tRNA database. Genomic sequences of 200 bp, both upstream and downstream of the tRNA sequence itself, were included to preserve the local genomic context as well as to capture local transcriptional regulators and proximal sequence elements. The sequence of the tRNA expression plasmid is given in the Supplemental Information.

**Transfection Studies**

Low-passage HepG2 cells were plated at a density of 200,000 cells per well in 500 μL DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in 6-well plates. Twenty-four hours after seeding, cells were transfected using 1.5 μL Mirus Bio TransIT-X2 Transfection Reagent and 500 ng plasmid according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For tRNA cotransfection, 250 ng fVIII expression plasmid was co-transfected with either 250 ng of 6x tRNA or GFP control plasmid. To control for transfection efficiency, all transfections were performed from a common master mix of transfection reagent and applied to cells that were plated simultaneously from a common pool of cells. For all transfection experiments, all plasmid components were identical, including plasmid backbone, ITRs, coding regions, and regulatory control regions, apart from the component undergoing investigation. All plasmid DNA was quantified by spectrophotometric method on the day of transfection. Media were changed the following day, and supernatants were assayed for fVIII activity after 24 hr. For fIX transfections, media were supplemented with 5 μg/mL vitamin K 24 hr post-transfection.

**fVIII and fIX Activity Measurements**

fVIII activity in conditioned supernatant was performed by activated partial thromboplastin (aPTT) reagent-based one-stage coagulation assay, as previously described. Briefly, 5 μL conditioned supernatant was diluted in 50 μL fVIII-deficient plasma. 50 μL aPTT was then added, and samples were incubated at 37°C for 4 min. Following incubation, 50 μL of 20 mM calcium was added. Time to clot formation was determined by automated viscometric measurement. fVIII activity in plasma samples was measured using the Diapharma Coatest SP assays. fVIII activity was determined by linear regression analysis of the clotting time versus the logarithm of the reciprocal plasma dilution. fVIII activity in plasma samples was measured using the Diapharma Coatest SP assays. fVIII activity was determined by comparison to a pooled normal plasma (FACT, George King Biomedical) standard curve. fIX activity measurement and calculation were conducted identically, with the exception of the incubation time after addition of aPTT, which was reduced to 3 min, and fVIII-deficient plasma was substituted for fIX-deficient plasma.

**Hydrodynamic Injections**

250 ng (ET3 and An53) or 500 ng (HSQ) expression plasmids were diluted into Mirus Bio TransIT-EE hydrodynamic injection solution in a volume equivalent to 1/10th the recipient mouse’s weight. Prior to delivery, HSQ and ET3 plasmid DNA were linearized using XbaI and Hpal restriction sites located immediately outside of the ITR sequences. An53-HCO plasmid was linearized using SacI and SapI, and An53-LCO plasmid was linearized using MluI and NsiI, also located immediately outside of the ITR sequences. Prior to injection, an aliquot of digested plasmid was run on a 0.8% agarose gel to ensure complete digestion and to ensure that comparable DNA quantity and quality were achieved (data not shown). Plasmid was delivered as a single bolus into the tail vein over 5–10 s using 3-mL syringes and 26 5/8G needles. Mice were allowed to recover on heating pads for 30 min. Blood was drawn by retro-orbital method into citrated tubes beginning at 24 hr after injections.

**AAV Production and Titration**

AAV8 production was performed by ViGene Biosciences. Vector titers were determined in house by the PCR method. Vector particles were DNase treated for 30 min, and then DNase was inactivated by adding EGTA and heat inactivating at 65°C for 10 min. Packaged DNA was liberated by the addition of Proteinase K and heated for 1 hr at 65°C. Proteinase K was then inactivated by heating at 95°C for 20 min. DNA concentration was determined by qPCR using a standard curve generated from the appropriate AAV expression plasmid using primers directed toward the center of the viral transgene.
RNA Quantification
RNA from AAV-treated mice was extracted from saline-perfused livers of sacrificed mice using the QIAGEN RNAeasy RNA Isolation Kit. qRT-PCR was performed as previously described. 87 RNA was quantified by comparison to individual standard curves generated from the appropriate AAV-fVIII expression plasmid.

Animal Studies
All animal studies were performed under the guidelines set by the Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Exon-16-disrupted mice backcrossed onto a C57BL/6 background were used as a model of hemophilia A. 89 Hydrodynamic injections were performed in male and female 8- to 12-week-old mice. AAV studies were performed in 8- to 12-week-old male mice. Plasma sampling was performed under anesthesia by retro-orbital method into citrated capillary tubes.

Statistical Methods
Experimental datasets were analyzed either by two-tailed Student’s t test for single comparisons or by one-way ANOVA for data involving multiple comparisons. For the latter, post hoc analysis was performed using the Holm-Sidak method to determine individual p values. All statistical analysis was performed using SigmaPlot software.
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